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“You gotta be kidding me,” Nick said as he turned onto the dark road… a road that 

looked just like the last one, and the one before.  He had been driving for an hour into the deep 

woods and across state lines for a girl he had just met. Come to dinner she had whispered in his 

ear the week before.  Meet my family.   

Already? 

They had only been out on a few dates, had only spent maybe 7 hours together, but who’s 

counting?  She talked about cavern hunting (who can resist stalactites and stalagmites?) and great 

skiing when he got there, but that wasn’t the reason he said yes.  It was her.  She wore such a 

sweet smile when she asked him to come, looked so perfect in her tight jeans and loose sweater.  

She felt so warm when he hugged her close and felt her form underneath all that knit, so he said 

sure.  It didn’t matter that her family dinner was the same day that he was celebrating a win with 

his buddies, sending him in the other direction from her folks’ house and adding 45 minutes to an 

already long drive.   

Amy. 

All that mattered was the smile she would greet him with when she opened the door and 

the warm hug that waited for him. 

 Assuming he could ever get there. 
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The drive from Fairfax was the easy part.  He knew his old stomping grounds well 

enough to make it most of the way out of Northern Virginia and over to Warrenton, where the 

city lights were a distant memory, but that was as far as he could go without help.  It didn’t help 

that there was no Interstate to get onto.  The closest one would have put him a half hour out of 

his way, so he braved the side streets and back roads, relying on his GPS and, after a while, 

instinct.  GPS, God love it.  Such a great tool when it works.  But like that early-adopt model he 

won at a casino in the late 90s, the one that had to be suction cupped to his windshield and that 

sent him into the Baltimore harbor every time he made a turn off Pratt St., the route his phone 

gave him was no use.  It kept rerouting as if the mountains surrounding the sleepy hamlet grew 

up overnight, making a once usable road impassible.  Nick had gotten so sick of hearing that 

unaccented, mild-mannered female voice telling him to make a U-turn, that he closed the app.   

White’s Taxidermy on his left.  Margie’s Good Eats on the right.  Coincidence? 

Nick would have laughed at his joke if he hadn’t already told it before.  He was sure he 

passed a similar combination a few towns back.  Taxidermist Tull and Jake’s Steak.  Forever 

Pets Taxidermy and The Rib Shack.  It was funny the first time, but not anymore. 

Nick pulled into a gas station.  He was happy to find one of those big chain stations like 

the ones he was used to at home.  The drive itself was starting to look like one of those low-

budget horror movies – he didn’t need to add a broken down, one-pump station with the 

stereotypically grimy gas jockey to the mix.  He and three other people filed into the brightly lit 

convenience store at the station.  He listened as the person in front of him asked for directions to 

the ski lodge near where Amy’s family lived – the same one that had a hot chocolate with his 

name on it waiting by a warm fire.  The route sounded like the one he had just come off, long 
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and twisty, and dark.  When it was his turn, Nick told the attendant – young and clean, thank you 

very much – that he was looking for directions to the same place.   

 “But where’s the highway,” Nick asked after being given the same directions the woman 

before him got.  “There’s gotta be something that cuts through these mountains instead of 

sticking to the back roads.” He picked up a candy bar and laid it on the counter.  “I feel like I’ve 

been driving around forever.” 

 The young man nodded imperceptibly, his eye twitching under the patch of oily hair 

visible beneath the rim his red service cap.  “I wish, but there’s nothing like that,” he said a little 

too eagerly.  “This is the best way to get out to the ski lodge, especially since it’s almost dark.” 

 Nick smiled at him incredulously.  That’s why he wanted the highway!  The afternoon 

light was fading fast and he did not relish the idea of driving around the woods on winding roads 

in the dark.  He did not want hitting a deer to be in his future.   

 “There’s gotta be something.  I mean, there’s no way trucks take these narrow streets to 

deliver to you. What do they use?” 

 The attendant rang up his candy bar without looking at him. 

 Nick tried again.  “I saw lights, but I couldn’t get to them.” 

Giving Nick his change, the attendant said, “I don’t know.  But the directions I gave you 

will get you to the ski lodge in about 2 hours.” 

 The attendant held out his bag with hands that looked like they could be shaking.  Just a 

little, but it was there.  Nick shook his head, thanked him, and got back in the car.  Two hours?  

He’d been driving for an hour already and the GPS said it was just about 2 hours away from 

where he started. Could he really be that far off course? 
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 Nick looked in the direction that the attendant told him to go.  Two of the three cars that 

came in with him headed that way.  The other car, a guy in a button-down shirt open at the neck 

and dress slacks driving a non-descript black sedan that screamed company car, went the other 

way.  Nick climbed into his own car and turned it on fast.  He could feel the attendant’s eyes on 

him, beseeching him to go the way he had been told, but Nick ignored the sensation as it crept up 

his back to caress his neck.  He followed the company car even as the gas station attended 

screamed, “No!” 

 Leafless trees.   

 Asphalt. 

 Dead grass. 

 Repeat. 

 There was nothing.  Not even a boarded-up house to break up the monotony.  Nothing at 

all.  Nick had caught up with the other rebel and was right behind him.  The man had even made 

a saluting gesture to him in his rearview mirror – just two compadres bucking the system.  It was 

getting late.  At 4:30, it was almost completely dark.  There were no streetlights on the country 

road, but Nick could see some off in distance.  The road traversed a lazy hill.  If he could just get 

down to those lights, Nick was sure he’d find a way to cut through the spiderweb of back roads 

and take him where he needed to be.  Amy’s family lived in a college town – there were bound 

to be major routes leading to it.  He just needed to find one. 

Oh crap, Amy! 

She had to be worried.  Nick picked up his phone and noticed she had called twice 

already.  When?  He had the phone with him when he was in the gas station and it had been 

sitting in the cupholder the whole time he was driving.  It never rang. 
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“Technology,” Nick said out loud, “Gotta love it.”  

Nick dialed Amy’s number and heard nothing.  No ringing, no beeping, no ‘all circuits 

are busy’ message – nothing.   

He looked at his phone, taking his eyes away from the road for a second to see if he had 

missed a number somehow.  He had just added her number to his favorites list, but now he 

wondered if he had put the number in wrong.  Nick didn’t see the front end of the company car 

disappear like it got sucked through an invisible portal.  The man threw the car in reverse and it 

lurched backwards.  The doors seemed to stretch, pulling away from the side panels as if running 

from a magnet. The metal pulled like salt water taffy, stretching in long lines of silver and black.  

The back tires spun against the asphalt, digging for purchase but finding none.   

Nick didn’t hear the tires screeching on the road, nor the muted screams left behind like 

an echo as the man travelled through the barrier.  He didn’t notice the country road rippling as it 

engulfed the non-descript sedan, the facade rising and falling like paper in the wind to reveal a 

glimpse of a black core that seemed to pulse with life.  He never saw how flat the landscape was, 

how it mirrored itself every few yards, like cheap floor tiles keeping pattern.  Instead, he heard 

the unaccented, mild-mannered female voice of his GPS telling him to turn around to start route 

guidance, only this time she was screaming. 

  


